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AS A PARENT,  THERE ARE
CRUCIAL ITEMS TO CONSIDER
WITH RESPECT TO YOUR LAST
WILL AND TESTAMENT. 

THIS GUIDE PROVIDES PRACTICAL
ADVICE AND A COMPREHENSIVE
OVERVIEW OF THE LEGAL ISSUES
INVOLVED IN ESTATE PLANNING.



WHAT HAPPENS IF YOU DIE
WITHOUT A WILL BEFORE
YOUR CHILD REACHES
ADULTHOOD?

ISSUE 1: Dying intestate (without a will) means
that your assets will be distributed according to
your state’s intestate succession statute. 

Most people assume that, when they die, their assets will pass

directly to their spouse.  But in New York State, under EPTL 4-1.1,

surviving spouses only receive the first $50k of any assets held in

the deceased’s sole name, with the remaining assets distributed

50% to the spouse and 50% to the children.

A further complication is the fact that minor children cannot inherit

assets directly.



ISSUE 2: Dying without nominating a guardian.

Of course, if one parent passes away, the surviving parent becomes the

natural guardian of the couple’s children. But, if both parents were to die

without nominating a guardian, many different family members and

friends might seek to assert control of the children’s lives, with a judge

ultimately deciding who will raise the children.

ISSUE 3: Dying without creating a trust for minor
children. 

If you don’t establish a testamentary trust for your child, the court will

appoint a “guardian of the property” to handle the finances of your

estate.  In such a situation, you will have no say in choosing who will be

in charge of your assets and how or when they’ll be distributed.  And,

typically, a child will inherit all the remaining assets at either 18 or 21

years of age, at which time they might not be mature enough to handle

such a distribution.



THE SOLUTION

A guardian provision which allows  you to

nominate a trusted person  to  raise your

minor children; and

A  testamentary trust (only triggered upon

your death) for the benefit of your children.

A  LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT WITH:



WILLINGNESS

CHOOSING A GUARDIAN
Choosing who will raise your children if you pass away is not an

easy task.  There is no magic formula for choosing the right

guardian. Everyone’s situation is unique and no one factor

outweighs another.

It can be awkward to discuss whether a

particular friend of family member is

willing to be your children’s guardian.

 But, it’s best to have that conversation

up front, rather than having your

guardian turn down the appointment

after your death, putting the decision

into the hands of the court.

GEOGRAPHY

If you feel it’s important for your

children to remain in the school or town

where you live, you may want to name a

guardian who lives close by.  But if you

do choose a guardian who lives far

away, be sure to nominate an alternate

or standby guardian who can take

temporary custody of the children.

Many young couples think of their

parents as potential guardians for their

children.  And though that may be the

right choice for your family, it’s a good

idea to take into consideration the age of

your guardians as well as any plans they

have for how they’d like to spend their

retirement years.

It’s important to consider the family situation that your children would find with their

new guardians.  Do the guardians have a large family?  Do they have enough room in their

house for more children?  Will they be financially capable of taking proper care of your

children?  Do they have children of comparable ages to yours?  Single guardians may not

have the resources to raise your children, but would they be willing to move to your

home?  — Though your guardian’s heart might be in the right place, take the time to

imagine the contours of your children’s lives with that person.

The religious, political, and moral beliefs

of a guardian will likely mold the way

your children develop.  Take the time to

ask whether you’re comfortable with

your potential guardian’s beliefs.  

FAMILY SITUATION

AGE

SHARED VALUES



TRUSTWORTHY

CHOOSING A TRUSTEE
A trustee is an individual who or an institution which holds assets

on behalf of a beneficiary and distributes those assets according

to the terms established in your trust.  Upon your death, your

trustee will manage your children’s assets and make

disbursements to them until they reach a certain age.

When drafting the terms of a trust, it’s

difficult to anticipate a child’s needs. 

 To help with this uncertainty, a trustee

is given broad discretion to make

disbursements for a child’s needs. IT'S

important to discuss your expectations

with your potential trustee.  A trustee

should be well-informed about how the

trust’s income and principal should be

distributed. And a trustee should

intimately understand what you believe

is important in raising your child, e.g.,

relatives with whom you’d like your

children to foster a relationship, travel

plans, or musical instruction.

RESPONSIBLE

An attorney or accountant can assist

your trustee in keeping accurate

accounts, but it’s the trustee’s

responsibility to keep track of funds

expended from the trust.  At the

beginning of each year, your trustee

should work with your guardian to

design a draft budget.  The trustee

must also keep the trust’s

beneficiaries informed about their

right to income and principal from the

trust, which is particularly important

when your child reaches the age of

majority and begins to request funds

from the trust. 

ORGANIZED

A trustee must be savvy enough to make sound investments — or utilize a financial

advisor.  As a fiduciary, your trustee has a duty to prudently invest the trust’s

assets and is subject to potential liability for mismanagement.  Though a clause can

be included limiting the trustee’s liability for bad faith, it’s advisable to not name

someone who makes risky investments or refuses to seek out professional advice.



A common pot  trust is a single trust that holds all of

your assets and can be used by your trustee for the

benefit of all of your children.  A pot trust does not

require a trustee to spend equally on each child.  This

type of trust mimics the way we raise children: we

never know how much care any particular child may

need.  The pot trust ends when the youngest child

reaches a certain age.   At that time, if any assets

remain, they are divided between the children and

distributed outright or into separate trusts.

Alternately, you can create a separate trust for each of

your minor children from the onset.  This type of trust,

also called an inheritor’s trust or descendant’s trust, is

the same as the trust created when the common pot

trust ends and there are additional assets to distribute to

each child.  In this case, the inheritor’s trusts are created

for each child from the beginning.

TYPES OF
TRUSTS
COMMON POT TRUST

SEPARATE TRUSTS

 Your parents may have drafted wills or trusts that

leave assets to you in a beneficiary trust . These

trusts are testamentary in that they do not exist until

the death of the grantor. Such trusts have gained in

popularity because they protect against creditors and

divorce.



LAST STEP

YOUNG PARENTS’ BIGGEST ASSETS ARE USUALLY LIFE

INSURANCE POLICIES AND RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS.

CHANGING BENEFICIARY
FORMS

Creating testamentary trusts to hold these assets for your

children will do little good if your children inherit these assets

outside your trust! 

So, the last step is  to make sure that you change the beneficiary

forms to point to your trust. 

This is also the time to review whether you have adequate life

insurance in case you or your spouse pass away prematurely.

(your attorney will provide the proper language)



 We are  a neighborhood practice committed to promoting positive 

 interfamily discussions about the taboo subjects of death & money. Never

stuffy, always providing tailored solutions in the areas of estate planning,

elder law, special needs and probate administration. 

 

 
IF YOU WANT TO DELVE EVEN DEEPER INTO ESTATE PLANNING FOR PARENTS, VISIT

OUR FAQ PAGE  ON THE SUBJECT. 

Visit us at jessicawilsonlaw.com or email us at info@jessicawilsonlaw.com.

221 Columbia Street, Brooklyn, NY 11231
(212) 739-1736

WE OFFER FREE 1 HR CONSULTATIONS IN-PERSON OR VIA ZOOM. 
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